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ABSTRACT 

Typically municipal waste water is handled using an organic (activated slodge process) approach, however 

less dangerous and biodegradable pollutants complicate industrial waste. The quest for high quality, less 

toxicity and nutrients in treated water leads to a thorough assessment of the new technology. One approach 

incorporates zero valent iron (ZVI) nano-particles not used in large-scale water treatment. This nanopart 

can break down organic contaminants and is used in groundwater to recover chlorinated organic 

compound. Integrating biological processes with ZVI nano-particle treatment (aerobic degradation) offers 

efficient large-scale biodegradation of organic wastewater pollutants. Half of the contaminants are broken 

down into nano-particles which are simpler for biodegradation in aerobic conditions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Additional functionalities have been developed for hybrid membranes including adsorption, photocatalysis 

or antibacterial characteristics. The hydrophilicity, porosity, porous diameters, mechanical stability and 

membrane loading density may be simply adjusted. [1] used a zero-parts membrane combination of 

filtration and adsorption techniques using impregnated polysulfones (PSf) for the removal of feather and 

nickel waste water. They have observed that the sorption capacity and the hydraulic permeability of the 

mem-bran may be increased by simply changing the production parameters of the mem-bran such as NaX 

loading and film casting evaporation. The hybrid membranes had an excellent nickel and lead ions 

adsorption capacity of up to 122 and 682 mg/g at a transmembrane pressure of one bar over 60 minutes. 

The hybrid adsorption approach for treating polluted water and oil radiation has been recently applied by 

Wen et al. (2016). The application of the Sr2+ removal sodium nanobelt membrane (Na-TNB) was 

reported with an adsorption coefficient (Kd) of up to 107 ml/l. The essential method of Na-TNB adsorption 

is based on the production of a stable cation solid that is manually trapped in the membrane. In addition, 

this multifunctional membrane adsorbs oil up to 23 times the weight of the adsorbent. [2-6] have also seen 

oil removed by use of a nano-structured polymeric membrane/sorbent from wastewater (styrene, divinyl 

benzene, potassium persulfate, sorbitan monooleate). The polymer material was used in sheets (membrane) 

and showed a waste oil extraction efficiency of 99,75 percent in only 75 minutes. The aim of adopting 

hybrid membranes is also the removal via adsorption of certain pollutants from wastewater [7-8]. For 

example, pre-wall embedded membranes for the removal of target pollutants employing membrane based 

adsorbers, such as PAN carbonised ENMs and multi wall carbon nanotubes, have been developed by [9-
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10]. Table 3 gives an overview of the efficiency of numerous nano-membrane types in the treatment of 

wastewater. 

 

COMBINATION OF BIOLOGICAL AND NANOTECHNOLOGY PROCESSES  

Nanoscale science and engineering technologies have suggested that the employment of nano-catalysts, 

nano-absorbents, nano-powder and micro-molécules might resolve a large number of current aquatic 

quality challenges [11]. All these nano-particles and colloids influenced the quality of water during 

treatment [12]. Research has revealed that biological wastewater treatment combined with modern 

nanotechnology leads to a successful water purification solution [13]. The evaluations of nanotechnology 

incorporation into the biological wastewater process are discussed below:  Algae agriculture is one of the 

potential energy generating and water purification options for waste water. Many algae types grow well in 

wastewater by supplying them with micronutrients such as cyanocobalamine and thiamine (NO — 3 salt, 

PO4 with Ca, Na, K and NH4+) for their growth [14]. Solutions are generated as a result of the mixing of 

such chemical salts (Nutrients) with water. Nutrient solutions provide the components essential for algal 

growth (together with light and carbon dioxide). As a result, nutrients are removed from waste water and 

algae biomass for power generation [15]. There are numerous tactics for the harvesting of algal biomass, 

such as sedimentation, the air flotation and centering, to aid the flocculation of chemicals [16]. Besides 

innovative techniques, membrane technology for algae and biomass production and collection is the most 

advantageous choice [17]. The benefits of membrane technology include the absence of extra chemicals 

such as membrane coagulants, therefore facilitating water reuse after filtering and facilitating algal biomass 

separation [18]. In addition, more algal biomass is recovered without cell damage and less energy is used 

for algal harvest compared to ventilated approaches [19]. Polysulfone (PSF), polyvinylidene (PVDF) and 

polyethersulfone (PES) membranes are usually utilised due to membrane stability, but only due to the 

hydrophobic mechanism between membranes and microbial cells [20]. Many ways to improve 

hydrophilicity and decrease membrane fouling exist, including plasma [21], surface coating [22] and 

improper nano-poration [23]. Research has demonstrated that nano-particle hydrophilicity increases and 

membrane foulure is reduced. The combination of carbon nanotubes and TiO2-nanoparticles with HFMs 

leads, for example, to better surface cation and antifouling [24].  

 

PRETREATMENT OF AEROBIC DIGESTION USING NANO-PARTICLES 

The electron donors of metallic iron were partially degraded and decreased by organic components due of 

the bimetallic complexes that make up micro and nanocytes. Fur-ther products are biodegradable more than 

aerobic microorganisms in the ZVI reactor products. The first portion comprises, for example, of granular 

iron for petroleum hydrocarbons and chlorinated solvent. The other portion is promoted by adding 

dissolved oxygen to the aerobic biodegrading of the remaining chlorinated compounds and other 

hydrocarbons. Azo dye and nitroaromatic compounds were also reported by, who were treated with ZVI 
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nano-particles by combination of biological processes. Ma and Zhang (2008) performed a banking 

experiment to evaluate ZVI's impact on biological treatment. The experimental system was prepared by the 

ZVI reactor, followed by a sequence of the batch bioreactor. The reactor was supplied with influencing 

water by long-term organics such as halogenated hydrocarbons, petroleum hydrocarbons, nitroaromatic 

chemicals, heavy metals and colours. Your data show that BOD declined from 235 mg/l to 7.7 mg/l (96.5% 

elimination) whereas COD removal efficiency declined by 86%. Ammonia elimination efficiency also 

increased by 92 percent and nitrogen removal efficiency from 35 to 52.2 percent. This work has shown that 

ZVI pretreatment and biological treatment are the promising prospects for industrial wastewater treatment.  

 

 

Integration of NFW microorganisms to cleanse water Webs of nanofibrous  

Electrospinning, because of its unique features and its cost effectiveness, is a novel technology for 

producing nanoweb and nanofiber. The Electrospun nanofibrous web is ecologically beneficial because of 

its vast area and porosity of the nanoscale which enables them to use bran and filter materials. The 

connection of electrospun nanofibers with microorganisms may increase purification and filtration. 

Research has proven considerable effects on the environment of the integration of microbe – electrospun 

algae or bacterial nanofibers. Some have created a hybrid method that immobilises algal cells to remove 

nitrate from wastewater using electrospun nanoplastic chitosan mattresses (ECNMs). In their study they 

sum up the advantages of stopping microbial cells compared to free cells because of their reduced space, 

their simpler handling and their low volume for medium-sized growth. ECNMs were also shown to be 

insoluble, detrimental to the growth of algals and effectively immobilised by microbial cells.  

 

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE PERSPECTIVES  

Modern water technologies are essential in the current environment to ensure high quality water, to remove 

chemicals and biological impurities and to boost the processes of industrial wastewater generation. In this 

regard, nanotechnology is one of the finest answers.  For sophisticated wastewater treatment methods. 

Various nano-materials were invented and explored effectively for the treatment of wastewater. 

Nanosorbent (oxide-based, Fe, MnO, ZnO, MgO, CNT) photocatalyst (ZnO, TiO2, CdS, ZnS:Cu, CdS:Eu, 

CdS:Mn) (multi walled CNTs, electrospun PVDF, PVC, Na-TNB). Nanoparticles may also be utilised in 

biological processes to enhance water purification (algal mem-brane, anaerobic digestion, microbial fuel 

cell). Each approach has its own capabilities and its own specific efficiency in pollution removal. 

Nanosorbent is efficient in removing heavy metal wastes such as Cr, As, Hg, Zn, Cu, Ni, Pb and Vd. 

Nanoparticle photocatalysts may be used both for heavy and hazardous metal treatment where altering the 

cat alyst materials may enable visible sun light areas to be used, rather than high cost artificial UV. The 

technique may be strengthened by using nanoparticles in the treatment of electrocat-allytic waste water to 
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produce a larger surface area and a uniform catalytic dispersion in the reaction environment. In filtering of 

wastewater for the elimination of foulants, heavy metals and dyes, nano membranes have proven their 

specific effectiveness. Furthermore, nanotechnologies have been successfully integrated in a biological 

process for processing because the use of nano membranes in algal wastewater treatment improves the 

efficiency of algal biomass collection, membrane fouling reduction and the use of coagulants. 
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